We love Camisoles

Camisoles are a wardrobe essential. Layer them with turtlenecks or jackets in winter, and wear them on their own come summer.
If you’re still in dire need of a winter coat, look no further than Lonely’s Valerie coat. It’s made from fine Italian wool and produced in New Zealand, so it’s the utmost quality to take you through multiple winters. Longer-length coats are this season’s favourite style, and they’re ideal for colder winter days. Available in olive, black, and as pictured, grey. Valerie coat, $650.
Modern classic Statement accessories

Stand out with bold accessories. Pair them with monochrome colours to highlight them even more.

- Witchery hoops, $45
- Moscot sunglasses, $419
- Liam skirt, $290
- Moochi T-shirt, $150
- Beau Coops x Romance Was Born boot, $550 from Scarpa
- Witchery shirt, $150
- Knart tote, $29
- Witchery hoops, $45
The edit Winter florals

Florals aren’t just for spring. Choose a print with a darker background or smaller florals for the winter take on the trend.

- Carlson coat, $399
- Ruby playsuit, $280
- Topshop dress, $150
- Mi Piaci boot, $340
- Lonely top, $235
Copy Eva Longoria’s gorgeous look

With her parted locks and bronze eye makeup, Eva looked effortlessly gorgeous at Cannes. Find out how to get the look yourself with some tips from Lisa Matson, L’Oréal Paris NZ Makeup Director, and hairstylist Samantha Snow.

LISA MATSON ON MAKEUP:

Start with a light coverage foundation applied over your whole face. Next you want to create a soft contour along the bottom of the cheekbone using a bronzer. Then go in with some rosy blush on the apples of your cheeks.

For brows like Eva’s, use a product which has a waxy consistency to get a strong shape and fill them in with brow powder if needed. Using a palette that contains browns and coppers, apply a light shade over your entire eyelid before applying a darker bronze into the crease and along the bottom lash line. Line the circumference of the eyes, including the waterline, with black eyeliner. Curl lashes then apply a generous coating of lash primer followed by black mascara.

Finish off this look with a nude lipstick or gloss.

SAMANTHA SNOW ON HAIR:

Eva’s hair is curled loosely with a large curling tong and is parted in the middle.

Take a section on one side of the part and twist it, heading away from your face. Once you have twisted it right to the end, take a strand of hair and hold it tight, then push the rest of the twist up towards the root. This loosens the twist and makes it look a lot less severe. Secure with a bobby pin while you repeat on the other side. Use a clear elastic band to tie the two sides together, and break up the curls to give the ends movement. Secure the ‘do with a spritz of a medium strength hairspray.

Crimson lips

Dark blood red is the colour of the season for lips. Layer the colour to intensify the effect, or blot for a sheer stain.

Witchery Beauty Matte Lipstick in Crimson, $18.90

Guerlain La Petite Robe Noire lipstick in Leather Blazer, $55

MAC Brant Brothers Prolongwear Lipstain Marker in The Jamie, $44
Fashion fix
Need-to-know news

Winter workwear
Max Fashion’s latest workwear attire, including a slimline suit and neutral, merino wool knits, appropriate for whatever your job brings. The collection focuses on neutral tones including camel and navy along with soft greys, charcoals and chalky whites. We also love this messy ponytail look, which is the reality of our hair in the windy weather.
Max tailored twill jacket, $160, merino turtleneck, $90, twill tailored pant, $100, and circle earring set, $20. Maxshop.com

Bombs away
Repertoire’s latest range, Helix, is a collection of layered, comfortable winter pieces, including this crepe satin bomber. All pieces are made in New Zealand and have been designed be mixed and matched with existing wardrobe staples. Key pieces include textured greys such as the slinky bomber jacket (pictured) Available in stores and online from tomorrow.
Repertoire bomber jacket, $320. Repertoire.co.nz

Cult classic
R.M. Williams has just opened its first store in Wellington, with a series of worldwide openings over the next six months. Wellington was seen as the ideal location as the CEO says, it is a beautiful town where the weather is often tough yet it doesn’t dampen the spirit of the people. The store design uses recyclable and sustainably sourced materials, along with energy-efficient technologies. The store is located at Shop 2, 75 Willis Street, Wellington.
The Brits have it
Topshop Unique’s latest collection hits refresh on iconic British looks, bringing charm and 90s nostalgia to the forefront. The collection offers shearling-collar denim jackets, corduroy skirts, sheer georgette dresses over matching printed turtlenecks, oversized blazers and thigh-grazing miniskirts, all in a nod to eclectic British style.
Topshop Unique Selwyn shirtdress, $620. Topshop.com
Must have Gold metallic

Add this luxe colour to your wardrobe in a standout piece, whether it be a bold accessory or item of clothing.

Carlson coat, $439

Ruby skirt, $269

Zoe&Morgan earrings, $284

Company of Strangers trench, $875

Karen Walker heels, $375

Comme des garçons clutch, $240 from Fabric
Get the look  Women’s suiting
Sharpen up in a tailored suit with slim-leg pants, bold buttons and killer heels.

- Moochi blazer, $400
- Moochi shirt, $270
- Topshop jacket, $180
- Topshop pants, $95
- Mi Piaci heel, $290

Beauty  Cosmetic medicine
The lowdown on lasers for your private parts

- Twenty Seven Names wool tee, $350
- Moochi blazer, $400
- Topshop pants, $95
- Topshop jacket, $180
- Mi Piaci heel, $290

Campaign: Topshop
Beauty

Cosmetic medicine

The lowdown on lasers for your private parts

A favourite of Kim and Kourtney Kardashian, the new ThermiVa treatment uses radio frequency energy to boost collagen production in the vagina.

It’s recommended mostly to women who have had children and are after some rejuvenation, with one American dermatologist saying it’s like a facelift for your vagina. Along with increased sensation, tightening is the name of the game. From an aesthetic point of view, that’s pretty bleak. Aren’t women’s bodies under enough scrutiny? Do you really need a “designer vagina”?

However, it can also treat incontinence, which is why Rebecca Pitt (not her real name) opted for the treatment. Pitt is in her early 20s, and felt that was too young to be scared to skip at the gym or jump on a trampoline.

ThermiVa sorted her out on that front, she says, but there was one other massive benefit: better orgasms.

“I’ve had no problem with how I orgasmed before the treatment, but after... it brought it to a whole other level,” Pitt says.

She’s had three treatments now, the recommended number, and says the whole experience was extremely easy.

“In terms of pain, it’s definitely not sore at all - it actually feels nice,” Pitt says, and there was no downtime.

By contrast Jennifer Adams (also not her real name), who’s in her 50s, said her ThermiVa treatments weren’t unbearable, but she didn’t love them.

“It wasn’t uncomfortable, but I felt it,” she says. “But the results were almost immediate... all I can say is ‘wow, wow, wow’.”

Adams’ husband died a number of years ago, and she’s recently entered a new relationship. She read about treatments from The Face Place in a magazine, and wanted a confidence boost, having been on her own for a while. The mother of three is thrilled with her results.

“I thought, why not do something that will be beneficial for me and my partner? I think I’ve done the right thing,” she says.

Both Pitt and Adams were treated at The Face Place in Auckland, by Dr Catherine Stone. Ambrosia Medical, also in Auckland, offers the similar MonaLisa Touch treatment.

It’s mostly offered to menopausal women, and while the idea certainly isn’t for everyone, you can’t really argue with Pitt and Adams’ results.

That said, “vaginal atrophy” is still one of the most confronting terms we’ve ever heard.

Harriet Pudney